We study the geometrical and dynamical features of expansion-free dynamical stars in general relativity. Such stars can exist only if particular physical and geometric conditions are satisfied. Firstly, for trapping to exist in an expansion-free dynamical star, the star must accelerate and radiate simultaneously. If either are zero the sheet expansion and the shear become zero through out the star. Secondly, we prove that with nonzero acceleration and radiation, expansion-free dynamical stars must be conformally flat.
I. INTRODUCTION
Models of radiating stars in general relativity are important to describe astrophysical processes and to study gravitational collapse. Some recent examples of exact models which are physically reasonable were obtained by Tewari and Charan [1] , Tewari [2] , and Ivanov [3] [4] [5] . Anisotrophy and dissipative effects have been shown to influence the collapse rate and temperature profiles in radiating stars by Reddy et al [6] . It has been demonstrated that classes of exact solutions exist in general relativity, referred to as Euclidean stars, which regain Newtonian stars in the appropriate limit [7] [8] [9] . The Lie analysis of differential equations using symmetry invariance has proved to be a systematic method to produce general categories of exact solutions to the boundary condition of radiating objects [10] [11] [12] . An important class of radiating stars which are expansion-free was introduced by Herrera et al [13] . Expansion-free dynamical models implies the existence of a cavity or void. Matter distributions with a vanishing expansion scalar have to be inhomogeneous. These physical features should have important astrophysical consequences for spherically symmetric distributions. Studies containing the description of physical properties of expansion-free dynamical radiating stars are contained in several treatments [15] [16] [17] . Therefore it is important to study the geometrical properties of expansion-free dynamical stars and find general conditions for their existence.
The aim of this paper is to investigate under what conditions can there be trapping in a relativistic expansionfree dynamical star. This analysis falls in the scope of stability analysis of self-gravitating systems (some of the references are given in [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] ). We will consider the conditions on the acceleration and charged quantities that allow for trapping in such stars. It is also an interesting exercise, with all the different quantities acting on such stars, to determine the geometry as these structures evolve. We will make use of the equivalent forms of the field equations from the 1 + 1 + 2 semi-tetrad covariant formulation of general relativity [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . The semi-tetrad formalism has been a useful approach in displaying geometrical features in a transparent fashion which are difficult to find using other approaches.
Various authors have explored expansion-free dynamical models with different considerations. The central theme of the interest in such models is the possibility that they could help explain the existence of voids on cosmological scales. In 2008, Herrera and co-authors [13] studied such models with non-zero shear and showed that the appearance of a cavity (see reference [30] for more discussion), with matter which is anisotropic and dissipative, undergoing explosion is inevitable. The same authors followed this result by a 2009 paper in [14] in which they ruled out the Skripkin expansion-free dynamcal model (see reference [31] ) with constant energy density and isotropic pressure. Another study in [32] involved the study of models collapsing adiabatically, and showed that the instability was independent of the star's stiffness. In particular, it was shown that the instability is entirely governed by the pressures and the radial profile of the energy density.
In section II we give a short overview of the 1 + 1 + 2 semi-tetrad formulation. In section III we present the results of the paper. We conclude with a discussion of the results in section IV.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We provide some background material in this section, covering the 1 + 1 + 2 semi-tetrad covariant formalism as well as notes on and calculations of useful quantities, utilized in this paper.
A. The 1 + 1 + 2 formalism
The 1 + 1 + 2 semi-tetrad covariant formalism is a method that splits a 3-space of a 4-dimensional space-time (see [28, 29] and references therein). Applied to LRS II spacetimes (containing spherically symmetric spacetimes), we give the resulting scalars fully describing the evolution and propagation equations.
The most general line element LRS II spacetimes (including spherically symmetric solutions) is given by
where t, χ are parameters along integral curves of the timelike vector field u a = A −1 δ a 0 of a timelike congruence and the preferred spacelike vector e a = B −1 δ a ν respectively. The constant k fixes the function D (y, k) (k = −1 corresponds to sinh y, k = 0 corresponds to y, k = 1 corresponds to sin y). The vectors u a and e a are defined such that u a e a = 0, u a u a = −1, e a e a = 1.
We also have the 1 + 3 projection tensor h b a ≡ g b a + u a u b and the projection tensorN b a ≡ g b a + u a u b − e a e b which projects vectors orthogonal to u a and e a onto the 2-surface defined as the sheet N a a = 2. We mention two derivatives that result from these splittings.
One is the fully orthogonally projected covariant derivative Ddefined as follows:
given
The other is the delta derivative, which is the projected spatial derivative on the 2-sheet by N b a (projected on all the free indices), and it is defined as follows: for any 3-tensor ψ c..d
. The 1 + 1 + 2 covariant scalars fully describing the LRS II spacetimes are {A, Θ, φ, Σ, E, ρ, p, Π, Q}. The quantity A ≡u a e a is the acceleration, Θ ≡ D a u a is the expansion, φ ≡ δ a e a is the sheet expansion, Σ ≡ σ ab e a e b is the shear, E ≡ E ab e a e b is the scalar associated with the electric part of the Weyl tensor, Π ≡ π ab e a e b is the anisotropic stress, Q ≡ −e a T ab u b is the heat flux, p ≡ (1/3) h ab T ab is the isotropic pressure and ρ ≡ T ab u a u b is the energy density.
The full covariant derivatives of the vector fields u a and e a are given by
We also note the useful expression
The * and * denote the spatial derivative along e a and the covariant time derivative along an observer's congruence, respectively. The evolution and propagation equations may be obtained from using the Ricci identities of the vectors u a and e a as well as the doubly contracted Bianchi identities. The evolution and propagation equations are given by [29] • Evolution (LRS II):
• Propagation (LRS II):
• Propagation/Evolution (LRS II):
The outgoing null expansion, whose vanishing necessitates trapping, has been calculated in references [29, 33] as
It is clear from (14) that even with the vanishing of Θ, it is still possible to have trapping. This is the main focus of this work and is investigated in the next section.
III. RESULTS
In this section we state and prove the results of the paper.
A. Dynamics of expansion-free stars
We state and prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1 An expansion-free dynamical star must accelerate and radiate simultaneously.
Proof We establish this by fixing both the acceleration and the heat flux to zero, and then by fixing either of the acceleration or the heat flux to zero.
Case 1:
First, suppose A = 0 and Q = 0. From (11) we have the algebraic constraint equation
When acting on a scalar ψ, the dot (˙) and hat (ˆ) derivatives satisfy the commutation relation [28] ψ −ψ = −Aψ
For A = Θ = 0, (16) is simplŷ
Taking the hat derivative of (6) and the dot derivative of (9), using (12) and the commutation relation, we obtaiṅ
Now substituting (12) into (7) , and equating the result to (18) , we obtain
which, from (15), gives φ = 0. Now take the dot derivative of (15), and substitute for (5) and (12) . We obtain the evolution of p aṡ
Taking the hat derivative of (20) and the dot derivative of (13), and using the commutation relation we obtaiṅ
since φ = 0 impliesΣ = 0 from (8) . Inserting (12) and (21) into (7), we obtain the evolution of E:
Taking the hat derivative of (22) and the dot derivative of (10), using the commutation relation, and noting that p +Π = 0, we obtain
Then using (21) and (12), we obtain the following constraint equation from (23):
Now if we take the hat derivative of (5) and the dot derivative of (8), and using the commutation relation, we obtainp = 0, which impliesΠ = 0. Furthermore, insert (23) into (7) , and equate to the dot derivative of (24), and we obtain 6p + 7Σ 2 − 2Π = 0,
from which we write (24) as
Taking the dot derivative of (25) and simplifying, we obtain
which, upon using (26), simplifies to p = −Σ 2 .
Further taking the dot derivative of (28) and simplifying, we obtain Σ = 0, which implies p = 0. From (25), (26) (or (24)) and (15) respectively we have Π = 0, E = 0 and ρ = 0, which is just flat space.
Case 2:
Let us next consider the case A = 0 and Q = 0. The commutation relation (16) , now becomeŝ
Taking the hat derivative of (7) and the dot derivative of (10), and using the commutation relation we obtain
Since A = 0, we have E = 0. Now, taking the hat derivative of (6) and the dot derivative of (9), and using the commutation relation, we obtain
Again, since A = 0, we have φ = 0, which, from (6) gives Σ = 0.
Case 3:
Finally, we consider the case A = 0 and Q = 0. From (11) we have the constraint equation as (15) . The commutation relation in this case is (17) . Taking the hat derivative of (6) and the dot derivative of (9), we obtain
which, upon using (15) reduces to φQ = 0.
Since Q = 0, we must have φ = 0. But from (6) , this gives Q = 0. From the three cases considered, we therefore must have A = 0 and Q = 0 to have an expansion-free star that is evolving.
B. Geometry of expansion-free stars
We state and prove the following theorem on the geometry of expansion-free dynamical stars.
Theorem 2 An expansion-free dynamical star must be conformally flat.
Proof We prove this by checking for additional constraints from the field equations with A = 0 and Q = 0. The commutation relation in this case is given by (29) . Taking the hat derivative of (5) we obtaiṅ
and taking the dot derivative of (8) we havė
Taking the difference of (34) and (35) and employing the commutation relation (29) , we obtain
which upon using (13) and simplifying gives
Since A = 0, we must have E = 0 so that the electric part of the Weyl tensor is vanishing. Fixing E = 0 in the field equations for A = 0, Q = 0, all other commutation relations on pairs of evolution and propagation equations return identities.
IV. DISCUSSION
The expansion-free condition in general relativity has received considerable attention in recent years and has been applied to describe physical features of radiating stars. We have utilized the 1 + 1 + 2 semi-tetrad covariant formalism to study such stars in general in spherical symmetry. The analysis shows that expansion-free dynamical stars are severely constrained, and can only exist under very particular conditions. From the set of field equations, we have explicitly shown that a necessary condition for a star with zero expansion to evolve is that the star has non-zero radiation and acceleration. With further analysis of the field equations with A = 0 and Q = 0, it is shown that the star is necessarily conformally flat. Proving these results amount to the analysis of the field equation via commutation relations, via which we obtain additional constraints, which further give us additional evolution equations that can be matched against the original set of equations. These results add to the literature on expansion-free dynamical stars, which have been developed over the last decade and half, most notably through works of Herrera and co-authors.
